so without further ado I'd like to introduce our acting that the Acting Administrator Robert like I was great to be here this is such a cool event i want to thank you guys so much for what you've done you really have this is hard to repeat with Genesis thing you brought out of storage needs to be brought out so it's so well you put it on screen so well it's great to be here this is cool with it thank you got so much already and abuse and watch others come on i would just think that was also intimately linked to
this

come scaricare fulton market and we got

alvin drew who's actually has been up

there are many troubles and chilled on

the medals for you guys and it's again

in recognition of the outstanding work

you've done in recognizing argument

figures and let's start the modern

figures

thank you make sure the reputation of

the outstanding work you recommended

figures

let's start the modern things

I'll start first because I want to
really honor really think another Margo

without Margo there is no figures and

Margo spent six years of her life

researching this and her lifetime living

this so thank you for bringing about and

trusting up since your books and your

family and all the things you can see

the community to say the same thing that

you brought this looks like so

wonderfully on the tree and I think you

have taken this history and you don't

give it an amazing platform this global

platform is going to thank you to the

NASA people open so supportive i mean
absolutely not playing wii headquarters

00:02:36,719 --> 00:02:40,318
been so remarkable supported absolutely

00:02:39,900 --> 00:02:43,459
not

00:02:40,318 --> 00:02:52,738
Langley that the headquarters Glenn

00:02:43,459 --> 00:02:54,060
absolutely everybody remarkable i'm sure

00:02:52,739 --> 00:02:55,859
you've got a plane or something to catch

00:02:54,060 --> 00:02:58,199
I want to thank everybody today for

00:02:55,859 --> 00:02:59,270
participating and just sharing in the

00:02:58,199 --> 00:03:02,638
celebration

00:02:59,270 --> 00:03:02,639
[Applause]

00:03:03:20,818 --> 00:03:25,048
no okay